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Virtually all potentially agentive, two-place predicates in Russian realize the non-Theme 
argument either as an Agent, on one hand, or as an oblique Instrument or Natural Force, 
on the other. It is argued here that we need only stipulate in argument structure the 
underspecification of the source of causation (Alexiadou & Schäfer 2006; Ramchand 
2008; Beavers & Zubair 2010)—namely, that the Agent alternates freely with an internal 
oblique argument—and that the Impersonalization alternation can otherwise be explained 
syntactically. In a structure that accommodates volitional and non-volitional causation in 
the form of two distinct v-heads (Folli & Harley 2005; Pylkkänen 2008), the non-Theme 
argument can either merge “high,” as the Agent of v-VOICE, or low, in which case a VP-
internal oblique argument with causative semantics identifies v-CAUSE, an accusative 
probe. Oblique causation is accompanied in Russian by impersonal morphology (IMP). It 
follows that accusative appears freely in dyadic unaccusatives, so long as the non-Theme 
argument is sufficiently causative to set the event in motion (Lavine 2010). We refer to 
these predicate types as “Transitive Impersonals”. The Impersonalization alternation is 
exemplified in Russian in (1a-b). (1a) gives the high reading, in which the non-Theme 
argument is realized as Agent; in the Impersonal (1b), the non-Theme argument is 
realized as an internal oblique Natural Force, giving an out-of-human-control reading—
precisely the purpose of the Impersonal (Babby 1994): 
 
(1)  Russian Impersonal Alternation: vyžeč’ ‘burn’ 
   a. Agentive Transitive 
     Mal’čik     vyžeg    na  grudi obraz     Putina. 
     boy:NOM.M  burned:M on chest image:ACC of-Putin 
     ‘The boy branded an image of Putin on his chest.’ 

b. Transitive Impersonal (dyadic unaccusative) 
     Travu    vyžglo     solncem. 
     grass:ACC burned:IMP sun:INST 
     ‘The grass was scorched by the sun.’ 
 
That the Impersonalization alternation is necessarily causative is indicated by the 
following constraints. First, the alternation must target verbs that are potentially, but not 
obligatorily, agentive. In ungrammatical (2) the verb amputirovat’ ‘amputate’ is 
necessarily agentive—it has no non-volitional usage. 
 
(2)  *Emu     amputirovalo   nogu.   
    him:DAT  amputated:IMP  leg:ACC  
   [Intended: ‘He got is leg amputated off.’] (Babby 2010) 
    
Next, note that anticausatives are ruled out since they assert the lack of causation (3).  
 
(3)  Vazu     razbilo    (mjačom  / *samu po sebe). 



   vase:ACC broke:IMP  ball:INST   on its own 
   a. ‘The vase got broken (by the ball).’     b. *‘The vase broke (on its own).’ 
    
Finally, there are impersonal constructions that appear to occur in the absence of a 
causative oblique argument, as in (4). Note that potjanut’ ‘pull’ is a two-place predicate. 
The causer argument is not pronounced because the speaker cannot name the force that 
propelled the airplane upwards:  
 
(4)  Letčik sbrosil   tysjaču   gallonov  topliva,  i    [ samolet     srazu        
   pilot  dumped thousand gallons   of-fuel  and airplane:ACC immediately 
   potjanulo   vverx]. 
   pulled:IMP  upward 

‘The pilot dumped a 1000 gallons of fuel and the plane immediately rose.’  
                                            (Babby 1994) 

      
It follows that argument structure alternations require syntactic scaffolding. Russian is 
important because it has a dedicated low causative construction, as one realization of the 
Impersonal alternation. 
 


